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Directed flow in asymmetric HI Directed flow in asymmetric HI 
collisions and the inverse collisions and the inverse 

Landau-Pomeranchuk-Migdal effect Landau-Pomeranchuk-Migdal effect 





  

Collective flow                                  Collective flow                                  

The growth of the elliptic flow is not reproduced by 
purely string-hadron and simplified partonic models



  

Transport model with electromagnetic fieldTransport model with electromagnetic field

Generalized on-shell transport equations in the presence of electromagnetic 
fields  can be obtained  formally by the substitution:    

A general solution of the wave 
equations    is as follows     

For point-like 
particles     



  

retardation conditionretardation condition  
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No electromagnetic 
field effects on global 

 observables in 
symmetric nuclear 

collisions !

ObservableObservable

V.Voronyuk, V.Toneev et  al., Phys. Rev. C84, 035202  (2011)Phys. Rev. C84, 035202  (2011) 
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Compensation of electric and magnetic forcesCompensation of electric and magnetic forces

Δp= δp
Transverse momentum 

increments  Δp due to electric 
and magnetic fields 

compensate each other ! 



  

Electric field EElectric field Exx in asymmetric collisions in asymmetric collisions

Cu+Au (200 GeV) Au+Au (200 GeV)

In the overlapping region of asymmetric peripheral 
collisions a finite electric current appears  to be directed 
from the heavy nuclei to light one.



  

Fields in symmetric and asymetric systemsFields in symmetric and asymetric systems

Time dependence of magnetic and electric fields in the center 
of overlapping region: creation of the non-compensated 
electric field Ex  in asymmetric Cu+Au collisions and almost 
vanishing Ex, Ey components in the symmetric case.

Au+Cu/Au (√s= 200 GeV)



  

Charge-dependent vCharge-dependent v11 distributions in PHSD distributions in PHSD

Cu+Au (√s= 200 GeV)

Distributions for the same hadron masses 
but opposite electric charges are splitted 
and this can be observed !

pions

Nev =106



  

ηη- distributions of v- distributions of v1 1 at RHICat RHIC

kaons Cu+Au (200 GeV)

V.Voronyuk et al., 
Phys. Rev. C90, 
064903 (2014)p-anti p

Kaon  pseudorapidity 
spectra look like that 
for pions but not as for 
protons-antiprotons



  

  pptt distributions of v distributions of v11 at RHIC at RHIC

Cu+Au (√s=200 GeV)

Distributions for the same 
hadron masses but opposite 
electric charges are splitted 
and this can be observed !

pions

The transverse momentum v1 
distributions of +/- pions are different 
in the Cu- and Au-sites. The shape of 
spectra differs in forward and 
backward semispheres

The difference between  v1(pT) for 
π+ and π- is prominent and getting 
larger with the pT increase



  

Charge-dependent vCharge-dependent v11 distributions at NICA distributions at NICA

Cu+Au (√s=9 GeV) Au+Au (√s=9 GeV)

Electric field is directed 
from Cu to Au nucleus

No field in the 
overlapping region 
of Au+Au collisions



  

Charge-dependent vCharge-dependent v11 distributions at NICA distributions at NICA

Cu+Au (9 GeV)

Field evolution in the center of overlapping region



  

Charge-dependent vCharge-dependent v11 distributions at NICA distributions at NICA

Charged pion v1 disrtribution

TPC: η<1.2   pT>0.15 GeV/c

In the presence of  the 
electromagnetic force the 
splitting of π+ and  π-  is 
clearly seen => A signal of 
the strong electric strength 
is realized in heavy-ion 
collisions



  

Charge-dependent pCharge-dependent pTT distributions at NICA distributions at NICA

0<η<1.2

-1.2<η<0 CuAu@5GeV [0-80℅]CuAu@9GeV [0-80℅]



  

Comparison to STAR data  (QM2015-T.Niida)Comparison to STAR data  (QM2015-T.Niida)



  

vv11 splitting  --  an electric field puzzle ? splitting  --  an electric field puzzle ?

ISR 

LHC 

 black disc

Coulom singularity. 
Point-like and ball-like 

charges (PHSD) ?

Electric σ and  chiral σχ 

magnetic conductivity ? 
(arXiv:1602.02223)

Transition to the 
hollowed toroid-like 
proton shape (analysis   
of elastic pp scattering) ?

I.M. Dremin,    
arXiv:1605.08216

pp

Cu+Au(200)  b=7fm   (1,0,0)



  

Inverse Landau-Pomeranchuk-Migdal effectInverse Landau-Pomeranchuk-Migdal effect

Electric charge does not feel 
the EM field only during 

very short time  τf
em

τf
em = (1/10) τf         τf =  τ0E/mt

PhysRev C95 034911 (2017)



  

Inverse Landau-Pomeranchuk-Migdal effectInverse Landau-Pomeranchuk-Migdal effect

For NICA the magnitude of flow is much high +  iLPM For NICA the magnitude of flow is much high +  iLPM 
effect is suppressed.effect is suppressed.



  

HSD+EMF         vs        PHSD+EMF ?HSD+EMF         vs        PHSD+EMF ?

Red  – positive   Blue – negative   Green – nutral 

AuAu 9GeV [20-30%]    (3.5M events)

Is it any splitting for charged partons?Is it any splitting for charged partons?



  

HSD+EMF         vs        PHSD+EMF ?HSD+EMF         vs        PHSD+EMF ?

No visible difference at 9GeV.



  

ConclusionsConclusions



  

Thank you for Thank you for 
your attentionyour attention

Many thanks to   V. Toneev,  E. Kolomeitsev and Many thanks to   V. Toneev,  E. Kolomeitsev and 
W. CassingW. Cassing
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